NAVAID

GRAHAM GRAHAM, Texas NDB (GHX) out of service indefinitely.
TRUAX TRUAX VOR (NGP) decommissioned.

ENROUTE

CHARM, COLO NCRP estbld at N38 02.1 W104 39.6.
DOZEN, ARK NCRP estbld at N34 34.2 W093 43.9.
Q19 LAJUG, Tenn NCRP estbld (N36 36.7 W087 19.0) Nashville (BNA) VOR R-315/42 DME.
Mileages: 'BNA' VOR - LAJUG 42NM, LAJUG - TINGS 61NM.
The following Arizona NCRP's estbld:
NUFTA N31 28.0 W110 02.7
PERRO N31 27.8 W110 08.5.
The following California NCRP's estbld:
BRIOLO N40 26.7 W123 46.9
CASOL N34 32.1 W114 22.8
SLEEZ N33 26.9 W117 54.7.
TIRON, ARIZ estbld at coordinates N33 36 50.93, W112 54 50.55.
V12 Allegheny, Penn (AGC) VOR to Johnstown (JST) VOR MEA 10000', (JST) to Harrisburg (HAR) VOR MEA 5400'.
V352 PATTA, Maine NCRP (N45 58.9 W069 35.8)
- Houlton (HUL) VOR 101°/289° 74 NM, MEA 6500'.
V495 COP 82NM from Battle Ground, Wash (BTG)
VOR/20NM from Seattle (SEA) VOR.

TERMINAL

CALIFORNIA

KONT, Ontario Intl

NEW YORK

KISP, Long Island Mac Arthur
Islip, ASOS freq 128.45 decommissioned.
ATIS/ASOS now 120.725.
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